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Great features, so far so good and the facility is like something out of an airplane magazine. Tried it
on 2 brands of computer and the performance is stellar. Have not used the real-time-play feature

much and most of my flight is solo now. As a year old 737-200 PIC I am back on the sim. I don't know
if I got out of the habit of being in the cockpit and flying smoothly or if I just got spoiled by the

abundance of instructors trying to get me to the ground, but I'm having a ball back in the cabin.
FWIW, although we have some basic crew member tasks in the cockpit, there's quite a bit of flying

as a lone pilot. If you are just getting into sim flying, I have no problem recommending this to you. It
keeps you hooked enough while providing plenty of room for error. When I go to a new place, I look
at the airports and run the missions - no itinerary, just seeing what is around. This is an FSX stand

alone product with no full cockpit/flight controls program. The only complain about the product is the
lack of voice comms (which I missed the most) and the fact that there is no sim with a lot of tower
voices on it. Still, you can download them for free. But, if you are FSX Free and want/need more,

then this is a worthwhile purchase to break into the FSX sims. The instructor rig is decent and there
are lots of tutorials and an all new airport book, but they are quite expensive. So, it does what the
product says it does and it does it well. A buddy of mine bought a PS3 for $199.99 at Walmart, and
thats with a 20gb model with a built in blu ray player. This is and amazing game and its so detailed.

You get almost the same graphics as FSX when it comes to the graphics and FSX itself really is
Amazing, and the acceleration pack it itself is awesome. It has a lot of missions for you to fly out and
have it your own, in a sense your the Pilot of the A-10 and you are going to live through it. Its very

well detailed.
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Steam comes with and also has the official accelleration pack. So you don't need to purchase any
3rd party addons for your game... It comes with most of the 3rd party addons required for a Flight

Simulator OSI... Steam also comes with the official accelleration pack. So you don't need to purchase
any 3rd party addons for your game... It comes with most of the 3rd party addons required for a

Flight Simulator OSI... As soon as I started using FS Steam edition (in Windows 8.1), it was clear that
there were some improvements in stability and performance, though the functionality remained the
same. It works fine with my Black Widow controller too. It's fairly easy to install add-on scenery and

planes, though you have to remember the (long.....) directory structure that FSX gets installed into in
the Steam edition. There have been no add-ons specifically for Steam edition that are of any interest
to me so far. The one irritation I have is the necessity to log into Steam before the package will work,
even if you have the default set to Off-line mode - an unwelcome return to the days when you had to

have the CD in your PC each time you started FSX. It's not a problem most of the time, but if I'm
away with no access to the internet it's a pain. I have FS2004 on a laptop which is ok but I am also
planning on buying a desktop PC just so I can play FSX. To get the most out of it I think you should

do the following:- Set it up to be the FSX hub on your C drive. Remove any other FS related
programmes from your C drive, and if you still want the out of game aircraft to be saved, place it in a

common FS folder. Download the Mirakotek FSX5 and follow the instructions on the download. Set
the place to which all your FSX files will be placed, in Steam to C:/Program

Files/Steam/steamapps/common/flight simulator x/account/program/directx/ while setting the folders
MIR to C:/Program Files/Steam/steamapps/common/flight simulator

x/account/program/directx/mirakotek/ 5ec8ef588b
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